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same generatrix and directrix; then, if the distances over which
the generatrix has moved be equal in each, their areas will be as
their mean ordinates; but if their mean ordinates are equal, then
their areas are as the distances on the directrix over which these
ordinates have moved: in general, their areas are as the product
of their mean ordinates into the distances on the directrix over
which they have respectively moved. In Fig. 30 let the length of
the ordinate AE or BF be unity, while that of BG is n; it is plain
that when the generatrix h: is moved over a distance, AB or BC,
equal to unity, then the area passed over by AE (the figure I) will
be to that passed over by BG (the figure K) as n to 1. Also, that
when the generatrix has moved...
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Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just
effortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Rom a ine Rippin-- Rom a ine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lyda  Da vis II--  Lyda  Da vis II
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